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Function of the 3-Broom-Controller

By turning of the ignition key the system is energized. If power is applied at A08 X1PIN64 and PIN78 the 3-Broom-Controller is
activated (presupposed the ground connection is correct). By this a CAN-Bus message is sended to the work-hydraulic-controller 
A04. Through this the machine detect the 3-Broom-Systems. You could see it in the display, by the relevant symbol. The detection is
not done, like other tools, by a coding at the plug X63. This plug is only used for the communication with the machine. By pushing the
“Green Button“ the sweep mode is activated. In the machine is now the relay K07 energized (+12V at PIN 86). By this the working
power supply for the 3-Broom-Controller (Fuses F25 und F26) is energized.
If the front attachment sensor (B16) isn´t applied, the 3-broom-system is still activated, but the proportional valves broom speed will 
be not energized. All other 3-broom functions will work.
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6.0.12 3-Broom-System
Concept of operation

Begin of work mode with green button, menue level 1 activ

Two menue levels:
Menue 1: Pulled brooms
Menue 2: 3rd broom

- Change by the last used function
- Notification of the current menue level in the display, 

Adaption of the working functions (A-Menue) by means
of the menue level
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Concept of operation

After change to work mode: Menue level „pulled brooms“:

left joystick:
pulled brooms

right joystick:
3rd broom

lift (only broom)
after 2sec: broom + 
suction head
Plus button: only suction
head

out

lower (broom + 
suction head)

in

lower

lift

right swivel
plus button:

sweep side right

left swivel
plus button: 

sweep side left

Into floating position: start brooms
Leave of floating position: stopp brooms
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- Controller did have flashed software
- Controller is parametrized in Glindow factory
- Parametrizing is memory buffered on the work hydraulic controller. 

That means after change of 3-broom-controller parametrizing is write
back to controller; only need to be saved

- In case of new software flashing is possible. Procedure is describted
- Parametrizing at machine is possible with diagnose tool

Programming and adjustment
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- Pulled brooms min 10% => 30 rpm;    max 100% 140 rpm
- 3rd broom min 10% => 30 rpm;    max 100% 120 rpm

- Pulled brooms min 10% => 20 kg;            max 100% => 8 kg
- 3rd broom min 10% => 29 kg;            max 100% => 8 kg

“Attention! Weight of broom(s) at ground“

Programming and adjustment


